Deformation twinning of the Ti-25Ta-20Nb (mass%) shape memory alloy is characterized using EBSD and TEM. The selfaccommodating '' microstructure is shown to be first deformed using {111} '' type I and <211> '' type II reorientation twinning. Plastic deformation occurs further by plastic twinning with a new {130}<310> '' twinning system. Maximum lattice deformation calculation is a relevant parameter to predict the variant of martensite that is favored during the reorientation process. Conversely, Schmid factor analysis can be used to predict the selection of {130}<310> '' twinning variants during deformation.
Metastable  titanium alloys are a wide field of interest since the last decades due to the possibility to obtain Ni-free superelastic alloys using fully biocompatible elements only [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In these alloys, the amount of -stabilizing elements (such as Nb, Ta, Mo…) is sufficient to retain metastable  phase at room temperature by quenching from the high temperature  domain. Then, superelasticity is generally obtained by a stress-induced martensitic transformation from the  phase into the C-centered orthorhombic '' martensite. From the fundamental point of view, deformation of these alloys involves numerous mechanisms such as stress-induced martensitic transformation [2, 4, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , twinning [5, [17] [18] [19] [20] and dislocation slip [21] [22] [23] [24] that have been widely studied.
With a slightly lower content of -stabilizing elements, the  phase is directly decomposed into '' martensite during the quench. Each  grain transforms thus in martensite with 6 equiprobable lattice correspondence variants (CVs) given in Table 1 [25] . In such alloys, the transformation of  phase into '' martensite leads to a selfaccommodating microstructure: the shears induced by the transformation of each variant of martensite annihilate themselves so as to minimize the change in shape of the ex- grain during the transformation [26] . As a consequence, in a given ex- grain, variants of '' martensite are auto-organized by groups in twinning relationship and share either a {111} '' plane (type I twinning) or a <211> '' direction (type II twinning) [27] [28] [29] . Table 1 . Lattice correspondence variants (CV) derived from the /" orientation relationship [28] .
Due to the selfaccommodating microstructure, full '' alloys may exhibit shape memory effect. Indeed, when a stress is applied, the first activated deformation mechanism is the growth of variants which are favorably oriented to the detriment of others: the selfaccommodating microstructure is thus reoriented by the stress [30] . This mechanism is highlighted by a stress plateau on stress-strain curves and, ideally, each ex- grain is transforming in one unique " variant during this process. This phenomenon is not reversible at constant temperature, leading to remaining deformation after a release of the stress. Shape memory effect is thus obtained by heating the reoriented microstructure above a temperature named A f (austenite finish) in shape memory alloys: the '' martensite transforms back to  phase in the original orientation because of the lattice correspondence, which restores the original shape of each grain. It can be also noticed that, if the material is deformed more than the strain corresponding to the stress plateau, irreversible mechanisms can take place, leading to permanent strain after heating above A f .
Literature shows that deformation mechanisms of metastable  titanium alloys are widely studied as well as the microstructure of unstrained '' shape memory alloys. However, to the authors' knowledge, there is almost no study about mechanisms of plastic deformation in '' shape memory alloys. The {111} " type I and <211> " type II twinning systems were deeply investigated [27] [28] [29] , but these twinning are involved during reorientation of selfaccommodating microstructure and are not strictly mechanisms of plastic deformation.
Finally, {110} " compound twinning was reported in a deformed " microstructure, but in a specific case where twins was observed only at the surface of tensile specimen [31] . No other study about deformation twinning in bulk " martensite were found elsewhere. However, plastic deformation and especially deformation twinning may have a detrimental influence on the shape recovery of martensitic shape memory alloys. Indeed, the magnitude of the recoverable strain obtained from reorientation processes is reduced when such microstructures are plastically twinned. Consequently, the knowledge of possible twinning modes is of key interest in order to try to impede their occurrence and thus improve the shape recovery of " titanium-based shape memory alloys. Then, this paper focuses on twinning occurring during the deformation of a full '' titanium shape memory alloy. A special attention is brought to the characterization of twins involved in plastic deformation and the comparison with twinning systems observed in metastable  titanium alloys.
Materials and methods
The Ti-25Ta-20Nb (mass%) alloy was elaborated by Cold Cruicible Levitation Melting (CCLM). This technique ensures melting of alloys with a high content of tantalum which has a higher melting point than titanium. The elements used are commercially pure titanium and pure niobium and tantalum. The ingots underwent a thermomechanical protocol composed of a solution treatment at 950°C for 20 h, cold rolling (CR=98%) and finally a recrystallization treatment at 850°C for 0.5 h before quenching in water.
The phases repartition is determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer with LynxEye detector and Cu Kα radiation.
Tensile tests are carried out at room temperature at a strain rate of 10 -4 s -1 using an Instron E3000 tensile machine on normalized flat tensile specimens strained along the rolling direction. Tensile specimens after interrupted tensile tests are used for the characterization of twins. Shape memory effect is also characterized by an interrupted tensile test followed by heating until 250 °C with a heating rate of 5°C/min in order to measure the shape recovery and the characteristic temperatures of the " to  phase transformation. As the tensile machine used is equipped with a furnace, heating is performed immediately after the tensile test in the same machine.
Electron BackScattered Diffraction (EBSD) studies are carried out in a Merlin scanning electron microscope (SEM) from Carl Zeiss equipped with a Nordlys 2 camera on tensile specimens strained until 6%. An accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a probe current of 10 nA are used. The samples are prepared by mechanical polishing to a "mirror finished" state.
Chemical etching with a solution of 5% HF, 5% HNO 3 and 90% H 2 O (vol.%) is used to remove the residual deformation layer induced by polishing.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) observations are performed using a Jeol 2100 machine operating at 200 kV. Thin foils were cut from tensile specimens, mechanically polished with SiC papers and finally thinned using a twin-jet electropolishing system with a solution of 4 % perchloric acid and 96 % methanol (vol.%) at -25°C. Fig. 1 shows optical micrograph of the Ti-25Ta-20Nb alloy and associated X-rays diffractogram. The microstructure is composed of "grains" in which thinner microstructure composed of needles is visible. The X-rays diffractogram is fully indexed by '' phase and no trace of  phase is detected. Its lattice parameters which are strongly dependent on the chemical composition [11] are measured as a=0.3174 nm, b=0.4826 nm and c=0.4638 nm. As a summary, and as previously shown [32] , the microstructure is composed of ex- grains which were decomposed during the quench into a selfaccommodation '' martensitic microstructure, following the classical OR between '' martensite and  phase. At a finer scale, the presence of thin martensite plates is confirmed by TEM observations (Fig. 2) .
Structural and mechanical characterization
Depending on ex- grain, typical V-shaped morphology of martensite can be observed (Fig.   2a ) or a more complex arrangement of plates (Fig. 2b) due to different viewing orientation of each grain regarding the plane of the micrograph [28] . Fig. 3 (a) shows the tensile curve until rupture. One can notice the high ductility of this alloy (above 30%) and the presence of a "stress plateau" between 1 and 3% which corresponds to the reorientation of the martensite. This plateau is then followed by a slight increase of the stress between 3% and 30% and reached the maximum resistance of 550 MPa. The Young's modulus is measured as 87 GPa. The expected shape memory effect of this alloy is characterized from an interrupted tensile test until 3% strain followed by heating as presented share a common {111} '' pole:
Identification of twining systems

EBSD analysis
rotation of 180° around this common pole of O2 '' leads to O1 '' . Thus, O1 '' and O2 '' are in twinning relationship with the {111} '' type I twinning system which was already observed in selfaccomodating microstructures [28, 29] .
Concerning the orientation relationship between O1 '' and O3 '' which corresponds to a large deformation band in Fig. 4 , a careful examination of stereographic projections shows that both orientations have a common {130} '' pole and a common <310> '' direction ( Fig. 5a and 5c ).
A rotation of 180° around the
. Thus, the orientation relationship between O1 '' and O3 '' is a twinning relationship corresponding to a new {130}<310> '' compound twinning system which was never reported in " phase of titanium based alloys. However, this twinning system was reported to be the most common in the  phase of uranium [33] which has the same crystallographic structure than the " phase in titanium. Moreover, recent calculations concerning nanodomains occurring in some specific titanium alloys demonstrated that this twinning system is the easiest to form in a tetragonal structure close to the orthorhombic structure of " [19] .
Occurrence of this new twinning system in orthorhombic " martensite is then in accordance with literature concerning close structures.
Some larger deformation bands in Fig. 4b are divided in two domains with O3 '' and O4 '' orientation, respectively. In such a case, they share a <211> '' direction ( Fig. 5c and 5d) around which a rotation of 180° transforms O3 '' into O4 '' , corresponding to the <211> '' type II twinning system which is observed in selfaccommodating martensite [28, 29] .
Moreover, no twinning relationship was evidenced between O1 '' and O4 '' , O2 '' and O4 '' , O2 '' and O3 '' . One can however notice that a {111} " pole is nearly common between O2 '' and O4 '' but a rotation of 180° around it shows that there is no twinning relationship between these two orientations. Consequently to all these observations, it seems that these larger bands are undergoing reorientation. This point will be discussed further in the section 5.3.
Correspondence with the  phase
In order to better understand the characteristics of the different twins observed in "
martensite, an application of the orientation relationship between " and  phases can bring some interesting highlights. It has been previously shown that electron backscattered patterns (EBSP) obtained for a microstructure composed of " (Fig. 4b for example) can be directly indexed by the  phase, even if no  phase is present in the microstructure. This procedure was proved to be a way to apply directly the OR between  and '' phase and operates as a crystallographic reconstruction of the high temperature  phase [32] .
This method was thus applied to the EBSD data of the Fig. 4b to obtain the same EBSD map indexed by the  phase only (Fig. 4c) . Only two orientations are measured in the grain studied in the previous section: O1  is the orientation of the parent grain and O2  is the orientation of the apparent twin. By comparison of Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c , one can conclude that O1 '' and O2 '' correspond to the same orientation of the  phase O1  . Similarly, O3 '' and O4 '' , which were detected in larger twins, correspond to a unique orientation of the  phase O2  . The resultant {111} '' and <211> '' twinning systems do not affect the orientation of the high temperature  phase and correspond well to a reorientation process. This result is coherent with the fact that heating such a reoriented microstructure leads to shape memory effect.
As previously, the corresponding stereographic projections of O1  and O2  were constructed (Fig. 6 ). The comparison of the orientation of the grain (Fig. 6a ) and the twin (Fig. 6b) shows the presence of a common {332}  plane and a <113>  direction around which a rotation of 180° transforms the twin in the parent crystal. This corresponds to the classical {332}<113>  compound twinning system of metastable  titanium alloys. Consider now the {130}<310> ''
twinning relationship between the apparent parent grain and the apparent twin, which is found between O1 '' and O3 '' when EBSPs are indexed by '' phase (Fig. 5) . One can observe on two twinning systems. The {130}<310> '' twins lead thus to a permanent strain after heating and correspond to plastic deformation. In order to differentiate this twinning system from reorientation ones, it will be named plastic twinning in the rest of this paper. Table 2 summarizes the twinning systems which are observed when EBSPs are indexed by '' phase and  phase. 
TEM analysis
TEM observations are also performed in order to confirm the previously described EBSD analysis. Similarly, specimens after deformation are observed with a special attention to identification of twins. A typical example of twins is shown in Fig. 7a with the corresponding hand that {130}<310> " twins occur during plastic deformation of " martensite and, on the other hand, that these twins are afterward reorientated with a <211> " type II twinning system when the deformation increases.
Prediction of activated twinning systems
As shown in Table 2 , twinning elements of plastic twinning systems are known while only the twinning plane or the twinning direction are known for reorientation twinning systems. This is why maximum Schmid factor analysis can be used for plastic twinning in order to try to predict activation of different twins during deformation whereas only lattice deformation of CV can be used for reorientation twins.
Maximum lattice deformation of CV
Once the lattice parameters of '' phase and  phase are determined, it is possible to calculate the principal strains during the  to '' transformation:
Where a " , b " and c " are the lattice parameters of '' phase and a  is the lattice parameter of  phase. The lattice deformation that is generated by the formation of each CV can be then calculated from lattice deformation matrices given in [27] . As an example, the lattice deformation matrix of CV1 is:
The tensile direction T is then marked as a columnar vector in the coordinate system of  phase crystal. Strain along the tensile direction given by the transformation of a  grain into the ith CV is finally:
Then, it is possible to determine which CV maximizes the strain along the tensile direction for each  grain orientation.
The observed CVs are determined by comparing the '' and  orientations and according to the conventions listed in Table 1 . The tensile direction T is measured from stereographic projections of  crystals (Fig. 6 for example) . For the main grain of Fig. 4 , the predominant orientation of martensite O1 '' corresponds thus to CV4 and leads to a strain of 4.4% along the tensile direction, which is the maximum strain among the 6 CVs. This grain is a particular case, since it is not fully reoriented but analysis of around 50 grains showed that the reorientation is generally finished at this stage of deformation (see for example other grains in Fig. 4 ) and the observed variant is always the one which corresponds to the maximum lattice deformation along the tensile direction. The reorientation process is then confirmed to operate as a selection of CV promoting the one leading to a maximum of strain.
Schmid Factor analysis
When " grains are reorientated, the activation of plastic twinning can be investigated by a Schmid Factor (SF) analysis. The SF is defined similarly to slip as:
where  is the angle between the tensile direction and the normal of the twinning plane K 1 and  is the angle between the tensile direction and the twinning direction  1 . The values of  and  are taken between 0° and 180° in order to obtain SF values between -0.5 and 0.5. Using this convention, a variant whose SF is positive leads to an elongation along the tensile direction and will accommodate a tensile stress. SF analysis was successfully used to predict the activation of twinning systems [26, 34, 35] including {332}<113> in metastable  titanium alloys [18, 36] . However, signs of normal to K 1 and  1 must be chosen carefully. Indeed, an important difference between twinning and slip of perfect dislocations is the polarity of twinning. This means that the slip of a partial dislocation in the opposite sense of the twinning direction (antitwinning direction) would not produce a twin since energetically unfavorable [26] . As a consequence, activated variants under a uniaxial tensile stress will be different from those activated under a uniaxial compression stress in the same direction. In order to apply the Schmid law and distinguish the variants that can be activated during a tensile test, the sign of the indices of each variant must be defined in accordance with the usual criterions [26] in order to distinguish the variants leading to elongation or compression along the applied stress direction. Due to the lower symmetry of " martensite, only two variants of {130}<310> '' twins can be formed while there are twelve variants of {332}<113>  twins in the  phase. The exact twinning elements of each variant used in the present SF analysis are given in Table 3 and the method to establish them is described in Appendix A. twinning in " martensite obeys the Schmid law.
As there is a correspondence between {130}<310> '' in " phase and {332}<113>  in  phase, the same calculus is made for each variant of the {332}<113>  system corresponding to the grain previously analyzed in Fig. 4 . As the K 1 and  1 of V8  correspond to K 1 and  1 of V2 '' , the SF of V8  is also 0.43. This value is also the highest SF among the 12 variants of {332}<113>  twinning system. Schmid Factor analysis has been performed on more than 10 plastic twins and predicts correctly the variant which is activated in  phase as well as in "
phase. This point will be discussed more precisely in section 6.
Sequence of deformation
Analysis of lattice deformation and SF shows that the deformation is first accommodated by reorientation of selfaccommodating martensite via {111} '' or <211> '' twinning systems. At the end of this step, the " variant which gives the maximum of strain along the tensile direction occupies the whole ex- grain. Next, {130}<310> '' twins ensure the plastic deformation of this unique variant such as the transformation of O1 '' into O3 '' in Fig. 4 for example. However, this new crystallographic orientation of the twin may be not the CV which leads to the maximum lattice deformation along the tensile direction since this deformation mechanism is not reorientation. New lattice deformations are thus calculated for O3 '' using the corresponding orientation of  phase O2  since the  crystal has been reoriented by plastic twinning. O3 '' corresponds thus to CV3 and leads to a deformation of -1.90% regarding the  to " transformation, which means that this CV is not favorable when a tensile stress is applied and can be reoriented. On Fig. 4b , O3 '' is observed to be reoriented into O4 '' using a <211> '' type II reorientation twinning and O4 '' corresponds to CV6. Among the 6 possible CVs, this CV6 has the maximum strain along the tensile direction (4,91%). It appears that, when plastic twins are formed, their crystallographic orientation does not correspond to the most favorable CV and a reorientation process takes place once again in order to transform the twin into the most favorable CV regarding the orientation of the applied stress. Such reorientation process of plastic twins was never reported in " titanium based alloys and shows the occurrence of a continuous reorientation of the new plastic twins formed during the deformation.
To summarize, the following sequence of deformation mechanisms during the tensile test are deduced from the former observations and analysis:
-selfaccommodating microstructure is first reoriented using {111} '' and <211> '' twinning systems -the CV which leads to the maximum lattice deformation is selected;
-plastic {130}<310> '' twinning occurs next, leading to permanent strain -the variant selection of this twinning system follows the Schmid law;
-plastic twins are finally reoriented using the same reorientation twinning systems than in the early stage of deformation -this step increases the recoverable strain by shape memory effect after heating even if plastic deformation has occurred.
Comparison of Schmid Factor analysis in '' and  phases
It was shown in section 5.2 that Schmid factor analysis is as relevant when EBSPs are indexed by '' phase than when they are indexed by  phase, i.e. predicting of activated twins in " is equivalent to predicting the corresponding twins in the high temperature  phase. This is due to the fact that each twinning element (
with each twinning element of a {332}<113>  variant. As twinning elements coincide exactly, the value of SF is necessary the same. However, the reciprocity of this statement is not true since {332}<113>  system has twelve twinning variants while {130}<310> '' has only two ones. Consequently, only two {332}<113>  variants correspond to {130}<310> '' twins for one given " CV. The reason why the activated {130}<310> '' twin always corresponds to the {332}<113>  with the highest SF in the  phase is clarified hereafter.
For each CV of ", twinning elements of {130}<310> '' twin variants coincide with twinning elements of different {332}<113>  twin variants in the  phase. Table 4 summarizes these correspondences as a function of the activated " CV and according to the notations given in Table 3 . As an example, the twin variant V1  of {332}<113>  corresponds to the twin variant V2 '' of {130}<310> '' when the CV5 of " is formed. This means that the activation of a {130}<310> '' twin which would correspond to the activation of V1  is only possible if the grain has been reoriented into CV5. Table 4 . Correspondence between {332}<113>  variants and {130}<310> '' twinning system depending on the activated " CV.
Fig. 8 corresponds to graphical representation of the data given in Table 4 . Fig. 8a is an inverse pole figure (IPF) which covers the full orientation domain of a  crystal and indicates the domains of maximum lattice deformation along the tensile direction, each domain corresponding to a given " CV. Fig. 8b similarly indicates the domains of highest SF (SF>0.4) of {332}<113>  variants, again as a function of the tensile direction. Using Fig. 8 and Table 4 , one can see that the orientation domain for the activation of each variant of {332}<113>  coincides with the orientation domain of one " CV. By taking the example of the grain studied previously, we found in the section 5.2 that the twin in the corresponding high temperature  phase is the variant V8  and the parent grain in the observed " microstructure has a O1 " orientation corresponding to the CV4. The orientation domain of V8  effectively coincides with the orientation domain of CV4 in Fig. 8 . This proves that, from a selfaccommodating " microstructure, the prediction of activated {130}<310> '' plastic twins by using a combination of maximum lattice deformation and '' Schmid factor analysis is equivalent to simply use a Schmid factor analysis to predict the {332}<113>  which would be activated in the  phase, even if the phase is not present.
Conclusion
Mechanisms of deformation of the shape memory " Ti-25Ta-20Nb alloy were studied. When an external stress is applied, the selfaccommodating " microstructure is shown to be reoriented by {111} '' type I and <211> '' Type II reorientation twinning systems. EBSD measurements confirm that these twinning systems do not modify the corresponding  phase orientation. This alloy also undergoes a new {130}<310> '' plastic twinning system which was never reported before.
A complex three-step sequence of deformation was revealed, consisting of the successive activation of:
-reorientation twinning so as to obtain one unique " CV per ex- grain -plastic twinning -reorientation of the plastic twin It was shown that maximum lattice deformation is a relevant parameter to predict the reoriented CV and Schmid factor analysis can be used to predict plastic twinning.
A strong correspondence between {130}<310> '' and {332}<113>  is observed: twinning elements of '' twinning system correspond to  twinning system ones. Moreover, the CV selection during reorientation tends to make '' twinning coincide with variants of  twinning whose SF is the highest. Thus, Schmid factor analysis in the  phase is equivalent to the combination of maximum lattice deformation and Schmid factor analysis in ". 
